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These moulds can be used with various casting materials such as plaster, Jesmonite and 2 part resin systems. 

 
Plaster 

Advantages:     Disadvantages: 

Cheap      Brittle 

Readily available    Very absorbent needs sealing before painting 

Wide range of types from soft to very hard Sets quickly - less working time 

 

Jesmonite AC100 

Advantages:     Disadvantages: 

Slower setting -longer working time 

Not as brittle as plaster once fully cured  More care and equipment needed 

Can easily be pre-coloured     

Not so absorbent, easier to paint  

Can be cut drilled sanded  

Will work with most adhesives 

 

2-Part Resin 

Advantages:     Disadvantages: 

Tougher, hard to damage.   Toxic chemicals requiring considerable precautions and ventilation 

Needs a release agent in the mould such as spray wax 

Short shelf-life 

      Reduces life-span of moulds 

      Must be used at a stable room temperature 

Thin casts such as brick and stone sheets distort during curing 

Much more expensive 

Non-absorbent – needs special preparation and primers before 
painting 

Water based adhesives will not work  

 

To summarise, 

There is really no advantage in using 2-part resin systems for this type of cast so I advise against it. For my money 
JESMONITE AC100 is the best material for making thin flat casts.  
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Option 1: Plaster  

You will need: 

Mixing vessels ( Disposable cups or disposable mixing beakers) 

Rinse aid and water 

Small sheet of 12mm plywood  

Small hammer 

Add a squirt of rinse aid to a pail of water and immerse the mould in in the pail – shake off excess. This is the most 
important step as without this preparation the mixture will not flow easily and a lot more bubbles will appear on the 
finished surface. 

Ensure the table surface is level 

Place the prepared moulds on a small sheet of plywood. 

Pour the water into the mixing vessel first 

Then slowly sprinkle the plaster onto the water until it won't absorb any more. 

Mix slowly with a spatula or similar. The ideal consistency is like single cream. 

Different plasters have different mixing ratios so you will need to experiment to find the ideal mix. Thicker mixtures 

can be used but can be difficult to level and often trap more air. It's not a good idea to add more water or more 

plaster later to alter the consistency. 

Tap the side of the mixing vessel to encourage trapped air to rise and then carefully 

pour into the moulds. 

Once poured, gently tap the side of the plywood sheet with a small hammer to release any trapped air and set aside 

for at least 60 minutes to dry. 

De-mould after minimum 60 minutes, take care, the longer you leave it the stronger the cast will be. 

 

Suppliers: 

Most model railway suppliers will supply small quants of plaster type casting materials and there are a lot of plaster 

suppliers online. 

Note:  plaster means “casting plaster” and not the type used for walls in real buildings. 

www.tiranti.co.uk 
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Option 2:   Jesmonite AC100 

This is a water based gypsum/plaster based compound modified with water based polymer. It can be pre-coloured  
by mixing small quants of Jesmonite pigments. For my money it's the best material for making casts but requires 
more care and mixing accuracy to achieve good results. 

Comes in two parts: Jesmonite Powder and Jesmonite Fluid 

You will need: 

Digital Scales 

Paddle mixer and small power drill 

Mixing vessels ( Disposable cups or disposable mixing beakers) 

Rinse aid and water 

Small sheet of 12mm plywood  

Small hammer 

This product needs to be mixed by weight so digital scales are essential 

Mixing ratio by weight is 1 part Fluid to 2.5 parts powder. However, this is generally a bit too thick to pour into 
shallow flat moulds so I advise adding 10% water to the fluid component. 

Mixing: 

Add a squirt of rinse aid to a pail of water and immerse the mould in in the pail – shake off excess. This is the most 
important step as without this preparation the mixture will not flow easily and a lot more bubbles will appear on the 
finished surface. 

Place the moulds on the plywood sheet 

Pour the required quantity of Jesmonite fluid into one mixing vessel 

Add 10 % water by weight to the Jesmonite fluid  

Measure out Jesmonite powder at a ratio of 2.5 times the weight of Jesmonite fluid into a second mixing vessel 

e.g: 

100 grams Fluid ,  10  grams water,  250 grams Powder 

Pour the Jesmonite powder into the vessel containing the fluids and mix well. Ideally use a small paddle mixer on a 
power drill for about 30 seconds. 

Pour into the prepared moulds and leave to set for about 45 minutes – the longer the stronger. 

Once poured, gently tap the side of the plywood sheet with a small hammer to release any trapped air and set aside 

for at least 60 minutes to dry. 

De-mould and place on a flat surface face side up to dry. Best left for about 48 hours before using. 

 To pre-colour the fluid: 

This is easy but messy. To achieve a mid grey, only 2ml of pigment is required per 1Kg of fluid.  This is best applied to 
the fluid container using a syringe. Be warned, the pigment is messy, extremely strong and won't come out of 
anything it stains. 

Suggested supplier is Alec Tiranti Ltd (no connection other than as a satisfied customer over many years)     
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